The method of complex geometrical optics (CGO) is presented, which describes Gaussian beam (GB) diffraction
Introduction
Complex geometrical optics (CGO) has two equivalent forms: the ray−based form, which deals with complex rays [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , that is with trajectories in a complex space, and the eikonal−based form, which uses complex eikonal instead of complex rays [6] [7] [8] . A surprising feature of CGO is its ability to describe Gaussian beam (GB) diffraction in both ray−based and eikonal−based approaches. Recently, CGO method has been applied to describe GB evolution in inhomogeneous media [9] [10] [11] and nonlinear media of Kerr type [11, 12] including graded−index [13] and nonlinear fibres [14] . It is shown in Ref. 13 that eikonal−based CGO approach demonstrates high ability to describe GB evolution in graded−index optical fibres reducing hundred times the time of numerical calculations at comparable accuracy with Crank−Nicolson scheme in beam propagation method (BPM).
This paper describes the advantages of the eikonal−based form of CGO method for description of Gaussian beam dif− fraction and self−focusing in nonlinear saturable media with special attention to the influence of the phenomenon of lin− ear refraction and the effect of initial wave front curvature. Moreover, the problem of GB evolution in nonlinear trans− versely and longitudinally inhomogeneous fibres is pre− sented in this paper. Firstly, this paper generalizes the prob− lem of GB diffraction in lens−like media [16] [17] [18] [19] 21, 22, 24, 26, 27] for beam evolution in nonlinear inhomogeneous media. New element is generalization of the results of pa− pers and books [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] for GB propagation in nonlinear sat− urable fibres with contribution of the linear refraction, the initial wave front curvature and the effect of fibre absorp− tion. Next new element is generalization of the results of papers and books [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] for the case of GB evolution in nonlinear biconical tapering fibres. Moreover, we discuss in this paper the influence of nonuniformity of a nonlinear coefficient on GB evolution in under−critical and over−criti− cal regime of nonlinear fibre. Section 2 presents the basic equations of CGO method for inhomogeneous nonlinear and weakly absorptive media. General Riccati equation, which enables to calculate the GB diffraction and self−fo− cusing in nonlinear and weakly absorptive fibres is pre− sented in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents the general ordinary dif− ferential equation for complex amplitude of the beam and energy flux evolution in weakly absorptive fibres. Either Section 3 and Section 4 demonstrate ability of CGO method to describe practical problem in modern integrated optics when an elliptical laser spot of the beam does not incidence exactly on a fibre symmetry axis but on the area close to it. Resulting in GB does not propagate exactly on the z axis but along a curvilinear ray. Section 5 presents solutions for GB propagation in a saturable nonlinear and absorption−less fibre. Section 6 formulates conditions for a uniform nonlin− ear waveguide with minimum radius taking into account either focusing and defocusing linear processes. Section 7 presents the influence of weak absorption in a combination with initial curvature of the wave front and focusing/defo− cusing refractive profile on GB evolution in nonlinear fib− res. Section 8 presents the generalization of CGO method to describe GB diffraction and self−focusing in weakly absorp− tive Kerr type nonlinear fibres which posses either trans− verse and longitudinal inhomogeneities including tapering effects. Finally, Section 9 discusses the boundary ap− plicability of CGO method.
Basic equations of CGO method for inhomogeneous nonlinear and weakly absorptive media
Let us consider the propagation of a monochromatic scalar Gaussian beam along curvilinear trajectory in a smoothly inhomogeneous isotropic and nonlinear saturable medium with permittivity profile in the form 
In above equations g I is an arbitrary function of the beam intensity I. We assume here that imaginary part of complex permittivity does not change significantly in the range of either fibre inhomogeneity scale L g = 1 as a re− verse of square root of graded−index coefficient [Eq. 
and as a result the imaginary part e I of the complex per− mittivity e in Eq. (1) can be approximately admitted to be constant
Following Refs. 7 and 8, we assume that the imaginary part of e I of the complex permittivity e is small as compared with its real part and the value of e e 
and manipulating e I into quantity of order of1 0 k we obtain the eikonal equation 
which possesses the new term k A I 0 e describing the attenua− tion of the beam.
The general Riccati equation for GB evolution in nonlinear saturable fibres
In the most general case we consider the GB propagating in the vicinity of curvilinear central ray (beam trajectory) in the coordinate system with unit vectors of the Frenet natural trihedral of the central ray, (l, n, b) (here l, n, and b are the unit vectors of the ray's tangent, principal normal, and bi− normal, respectively). One can notice that this beam experi− ences local rotation with respect to the central ray with an− gular velocity proportional to the ray's torsion c. As it fol− lows from the Frenet-Serret equations, the coordinate sys− tem associated with the natural trihedral is non−orthogonal, so that corresponding matrix of the Lame coefficients hap− pens to be non−diagonal. Hence, it is worth to deal with an orthogonal coordinate system, which would be locally rotationless with respect to the central ray. The unit vectors (l, e 2 , e 2 ) of such system are determined by the relations [6, 10] e 1 = ncosq + bsinq, e 2 = bcosq -nsinq,
where q is the rotation angle, obeying the equation [10] . In what follows we refer to the set (l, e 2 , e 2 ) as to the parallel transport basis. If
e is a two−dimensional vector in the plane orthogonal to the central ray, r c ( ) t , then the radius−vector r is connected to parallel transport coordinates ( , , ) t x x 1 2 by relation r = r c (t) + x 1 e 1 + x 2 e 2 , where t is the parameter along the cen− tral ray. The Lame coefficients for parallel transport coordi− nate system ( , , ) t 
where t is the parameter along the central ray, which relates to the ray arc length s as d d c t s e = and x 1 2 , are coordi− nates orthogonal to the ray in (parallel transport) ray cen− tred−reference system. Complex eikonal j describes both the curvature of the phase front of the beam and its intensity profile. Within paraxial approximation, deviation j for GB can be presented as a quadratic form analogously to Babich approach [19] j t x x t x x ( , , ) (
In what follows i = 1 2 , and summation over repeated indices is implied; B B iB
where B B º . The real parts of these functions characterize the curvatures of the GB phase front, whereas the imaginary parts deter− mine the elliptical cross−section of the GB. In view of extre− mal properties of the central ray, the linear in x i terms do not contribute to Eq. (12) in isotropic medium. Total complex eikonal y satisfies Eq. (6), which for the case of weakly dissipative and nonlinear saturable medium has the form of
where
In virtue of Eqs. (11) 
which is a system of three equations for the complex para− meters 
The terms quadratic in B ij in Eq. (20) are responsible for diffraction in homogeneous medium. The right−hand side terms g ij in Eqs. (20) describes the influence of linear refraction on GB diffraction, whereas quantities c ij take into account the influence of self−focusing of GB. These parameters have the forms of g t ¶ e ¶x ¶x e ¶e ¶x ¶e 
Eqs. (20) are the basic equations for description of GB diffraction in a smoothly inhomogeneous and nonlinear media. It is worth noting that Eqs. (20) are ordinary differen− tial equations which enable to describe elliptical GB self− −focusing and diffraction along arbitrary curvilinear trajec− tory in a nonlinear inhomogeneous fibres and are very useful for the analysis and numerical simulations. This gives a great advantage of the method under consideration over parabolic equation approximation [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 26, 27] 
By using paraxial approximation and introducing new amplitudeÃ A c = × e 1 4 , the above equation can be reduced to the following form of
where 
Therefore,
Note, that1 D can be interpreted as the area of the GB cross−section:1 
The above Eq. (34) describes the evolution of complex amplitude for GB evolution along the curvilinear central ray in a nonlinear inhomogeneous fibre. Furthermore, Eq. (29) takes into account experimental deficiency when elliptical laser spot of the beam does not incidence exactly on fibre symmetry axis but on the area close to it. Resulting in GB does not propagate exactly on the z axis but along the curvilinear ray. Eq. (35) expresses the evolution of flux energy in a nonlinear inhomogeneous fibre with absorption and enables to determine immediately the modulus of a complex amplitude for different t having calculated prin− ciple widths from Eqs. (27).
Solutions for GB propagation in saturable nonlinear and absorption-less fibres
Let us consider now axially symmetric medium with the permittivity 
where e s denotes saturating permittivity, x = + x y 2 2 is a the distance from the fibre axis z, L denotes the inhomoge− neity scale of the fibre and the coordinate t plays now the same role as z. The permittivity profile in Eq. (36) models nonlinear optical fibres [32] , which for low intensities I ® 0 has Kerr type profile 
For axially symmetric wave beam propagating along z direction in axially symmetric medium CGO method sug− gests solution of the form of 
In above equation B is the complex curvature of the wave front [6, 10] 
which leads to the known relation between the beam width w and the wave front curvature k in the form of [12] 
where ¢ = z z e 0 . Substituting now Eq. (46) into the first equation of the system (44), we obtain the ordinary differen− tial equation of the second order for GB width evolution . (47) Introducing next dimensionless width of GB f w w = 0 , Eq. (47) can be presented in the form of
where df dz
The value ( ) df dz ¢ 2 at ¢ = z 0 presents the squared initial wave front curvature [12] 
When e e NL s A 0 2 << then p is the small parameter ( ) p ® 0 and as a result the above Eq. (53) reduces to the form of
Noticing next that the parameter w A NL 0 2 0 2 ( ) e denotes square of the nonlinear length L NL 2 in above Eq. (54) we obtain the following analytical solution for the case of a non− linear Kerr type fibre with linear defocusing refractive profile described by the factors -4
For the nonlinear self−focusing fibre with focusing lin− ear refractive profile (the positive factors 4
Numerical analysis of Eq. (53), beyond the case p ® 0 shows that for focusing permittivity profile, assuming that k 0 0 = we obtain three types of solutions presented in Fig. 1 : oscillatory self−focusing (trace 1), stationary solution (trace 2) and oscillatory diffracting (trace 3). In Fig. 2 it is shown that due to the presence of linear defocusing refraction the new type of solution appears where GB width increases monotonously and diffraction widening process is enhanced by linear defocusing refractive profile. In Fig. 3 we notice that the increase of total beam power makes that self−focus− ing effect become strong enough to overcome diffraction widening and linear defocusing processes. As a result GB width oscillates though initially dominates diffraction wide− ning and defocusing refraction effect.
In Figs. 2 and 3 the influence of initial wave front curva− ture on GB width evolution is depicted. One can notice that when the initial wave front curvature is negative k 0 0 < the GB width first decreases approaching to minimum value and for the positive value of this parameter the GB width increases at once.
Conditions for uniform waveguide in the presence of linear refraction
Demanding for the beam to propagate as a stationary mode when F f = = , p = -10 4 and trace 1: Further modifications leads to the equation
and dividing both sides of the Eq. (58) by e s we obtain the relation 
GB propagation in nonlinear and weakly absorptive fibres
For the permittivity profile defined in Eq. (1) 
where ¢ = z z e 0 . Introducing next dimensionless width of GB f w w = 0 we obtain the equation presented in a more convenient form for numerical and analytical calculations in the form of 
where . k L D . 
Nonlinear fibres of Kerr type
When initial total beam power is equal to critical power GB propagates as a stationary (self−trapping) solution in the case when refraction and dissipation effects are not taken into account. When we neglect the influence of two above mentioned effects and initial wave front curvature of the beam is equal to zero the beam width evolution is described by the solution
One can notice that when the total beam power P 0 exceeds the critical power P crit defined in Eq. (69) then GB collapses [20] and the beam width decreases to zero at a finite propagation distance. In the case when we neglect the influence of fibre absorption the wave amplitude increases to infinity on such a self−focusing length, which is equal to
where To examine the influence of the weak fibre absorption e I , we notice that in an under−critical regime: P P crit 0 < when L L D < beam width initially increases and next oscillates regu− larly. Analogously is also in the case when total GB power is smaller than critical power P P crit 0 < and when diffraction dis− tance is greater than fibre inhomogeneity scale L L D > . In this case the obtained solution has also oscillating nature, where dominates fibre focusing effect. One can notice from our nu− merical calculations that even small value of the absorption co− efficient e I = -10 5 limits collapse effect in over critical regime and as a result self−focusing distance is much longer in the presence of fibre absorption. Interesting is also the case when total GB power is greater than critical power P P crit 0 > and when diffraction distance is equal to that fibre inhomogeneity scale L L D = . For this case the GB width approaches asymp− totically to a constant value, where self−focusing effect is bal− anced by an absorption phenomenon. Demanding for the beam width to be constant f C = , ( ) w w C 0 = we obtain characteris− tic new feature of nonlinear and weakly absorptive fibre is that light beam approaches the stationary solution with a constant width equal to C w L k = -0 1 0 , the plane wave front curvature k = 0 and relatively small amplitude due to the fibre absorp− tion. From our numerical calculations we observe that absorp− tion effect counteract distinctly self−focusing phenomenon and as a result dissipation naturally limits catastrophic collapse ef− fect in over−critical regime when the absorption coefficient is smaller than its critical value e e . We would like to emphasize that critical value of the absorption coefficient e I crit can be calculated only numerically for the set of the beam and fibre parameters.
Self-focusing Kerr type fibre with defocusing refractive profile
Let us examine also the influence of weak absorption on GB propagating in a nonlinear Kerr type fibre with defocusing linear refraction. In Fig. 4 we present the case when the ab− sorption coefficient is equal to e I = -10 4 and satisfies the condition when e e I I crit ³ . In Fig. 4 we notice that fibre ab− sorption eliminates collapse effect for the initial total beam power (in aberration−less approximation) which is twelve times greater than the critical power P P crit 0 12 = taking into account that linear defocusing refraction overcome GB dif− fraction effect satisfying the condition L L D = 05 .
. Enhancing further the effect of defocusing refraction of the fibre we observe that collapse effect does not appear for the initial total beam power P 0 which is fifteen times greater than the critical power P P crit 
Nonlinear saturable fibres
Let us examine now the solutions of Eq. (66) for the case of a saturable nonlinear fibre with focusing (positive sign of component f L 2 in Eq. (66)) and defocusing (negative sign of component -f L 2 in Eq. (66)) refraction of the fibre. In Fig. 5 (trace 2 and trace 3) we observe a distinct increase of GB width oscillations because self−focusing effect is reduced by fibre absorption. Analyzing the evolu− tion of trace 1 we observe that the influence of fibre absorp− tion is insignificant because in this case dominates rather linear focusing effect with inhomogeneity scale of the fibre equals L L D = 0 3 . . In Fig. 6 we observe that fibre absorption effect is additionally enhanced by initial beam divergence resulting in trace 1 increases very fast. We observe also that trace 2 increases faster in comparison with trace 2 in Fig. 2 due to the presence of fibre absorption effect. Analyzing the evolution of trace 3 in Fig. 6 we notice that in this case the main role plays the initial beam convergence which in com− bination with self−focusing phenomenon overcomes the fibre absorption effect. It is quite interesting that for the three mentioned traces 1-3 shown in Fig. 6 we observe that the wave front curvature for each of trace approaches asym− ptotically one positive constant value which is equal to k k 0 0 0026 = . .
GB diffraction and self-focusing in nonlinear fibres with either transverse and longitudinal inhomogeneity and weak absorption
Let us consider now the case of axially symmetric GB prop− agation in a nonlinear inhomogeneous fibre which parame− ters changes along the fibre axis z. We consider the case of Kerr type fibre with permittivity 
As shown in Eq. (73) we choose the exponential de− pendence for longitudinal inhomogeneity of the fibre and nonuniformity of nonlinear coefficient. Whereas, the evolu− tion of graded−index coefficient is modelled by quadratic type dependence which corresponds to a conical taper [25] . Taking advantage of WKB approximation [33] to model the light propagation in nonlinear longitudinally and transver− sely inhomogeneous fibres with permittivity in Eq. (72) (77) and (78) enable for fast and effective computer simulations of the light propagation modelled by Gaussian beam in a nonlinear either transverse and longitudinal inhomogeneous fibre in− cluding nonlinear imperfect [22] and tapering fibres with absorption [36, 37] . We would like to emphasize that CGO method using ordinary differential equations for GB diffrac− tion and self−focusing in nonlinear inhomogeneous fibres supplies us solutions in much simpler and effective way as compared with numerical methods of NLS such as finite dif− ferences and fast Fourier beam propagation method (BPM) [23] . 
On the other hand, this longitudinal inhomogeneity introduces in Eq. (79) the additional factor [
) df dz taking into account exponential dependence in Eq. (74). To under− stand the role which plays this factor, let us choose at the beginning the case when the combination of three last com− ponents in Eq. (79) is close to zero 
and posses the solution
The result in Eq. (83) shows that GB width evolution can be described by the exponentially increasing solution for positive sign of the parameter b 1 just due to the presence of longitudinal inhomogeneity of the fibre. This type of fast increasing solution can reduce collapse effect in over−criti− cal regime. On the other hand, exponentially decreasing solution for negative sign of the parameter b 1 can also mod− ify GB width evolution in under−critical regime. This two aspects are examined in this section. Let us analyze now the influence of inhomogeneity of the graded−index coefficient g g z = ¢ ( ) on GB propagation in nonlinear fibres. One can notice that for the dependence in the form of g z des− cribes contracting taper in which the beam width decreases with an accompanying increase in the oscillations' fre− quency. For this case CGO method supplies the same result as shown in paper of Ref. 25 . The main application of taper− ing fibres examined in this section are tapered optical sen− sors, couplers to photonics crystal fibres, couplers to optical microactivities and other devices of modern integrated optics [36, 37] . The example of GB width evolution in the over critical regime P P crit 0 0 4 = of nonlinear contracting taper (negative d) is presented in Fig. 7 . We notice that GB collapse takes place despite the presence of the effect of ini− tial wave front curvaturek 0 2 = ± L D and the effect of fibre absorption e I = -10 4 . In Fig. 8 we present the case of GB width evolution in a nonlinear fibre with inhomogeneity of graded−index fibre in the form of g z g k z ( ) ( 4 . One can notice that the combination of these effects elimi− nates GB collapse for total beam power which is four times greater than the critical power P P crit 0 0 4 = . As a result, in over−critical regime in nonlinear expanding taper GB width increases with an accompanying decrease in the frequency of oscillations. In Fig. 9 we present the influence of the lon− gitudinal fibre inhomogeneity e 0 leads to the elimination of the collapse effect described by the evolution of GB width similar to that pre− sented in Fig. 10 , with the only difference that the beam width should be divided by the constant value w 115 . . Let us examine also the influence of nonuniformity of the non− linear coefficient e e NL NL z = ( ) modelled by exponential function in Eq. (73) on GB evolution in a nonlinear fibre of Kerr type. One can notice that depending on the sign of the parameter b 1 the self−focusing effect can be enhanced or attenuated resulting in the nonlinear length is equal to (84) In Fig. 10 we demonstrate the elimination of the collapse effect in contracting taper by the combination of the longitu− dinal inhomogeneity of the fibre (b 1 0 001 = . ) with nonuni− formity of the nonlinear coefficient e e NL NL z = ¢ ( ) modelled by exponential function with b 2 = -3.5 × 10 -3 . However, we notice that influence on nonuniformity of the nonlinear para− meter e e NL NL z = ¢ ( ) on GB width evolution is insignificant resulting in collapse−less evolution presented in Fig. 10 and is caused mainly by longitudinal inhomogeneity of the fibre. In Fig. 11 we present the evolution of wave front curvature, when GB width approaches to constant values in Fig. 10 To understand the mechanism of formation, the station− ary solution for GB width evolution in Fig. 10 lets us ap− proximate at first the numerical result for wave front curva− ture (trace 1 in Fig. 11 ) by analytical function in the form of
In Fig. 12 we present the comparison of this analytical solution in Eq. (85) with numerical result by trace 1 in Fig. 11 . For the solution in Eq. (85) we notice that the non− linear factor in Eq. (79)1
describing the tapering effect approaches asymptotically to zero and becomes insignificant after a few diffraction distances.
Thus, the main role in a formation of the stationary solu− tion plays the combination of the first three factors in Eq. (79) resulting in GB width approaches asymptotically to the constant value depending on the initial wave front curvature k( ) 0 . Whereas, the wave front curvature and GB amplitude decreases asymptotically to zero. Beside asymptotic evolu− tion of GB width, which approaches the constant value we show that Eq. Taking into account definitions of total beam power and critical power shown in Eq. (80) we obtain that condition of the existence of stationary solution for GB width evolution in nonlinear weakly absorptive fibres with either transverse and longitudinal inhomogeneity in the form 
where L g = 1 0 is the transverse inhomogeneity scale. The positive and negative sign in Eqs. (87) and (88) corresponds to the case of nonlinear fibres with focusing/defocusing re− fractive profiles. One can notice that when P P crit
the condition for existence of stationary so− lution for the width of the beam demands to satisfy the addi− tional condition in the form of L L D > ( ) 0 . Let us examine also the solutions of Eq. (79) for GB width evolution in weakly absorptive expanding taper in the presence of defocusing linear refraction. In Fig. 13 we present the influ− ence of initial wave front curvature on GB width evolution in over−critical regime in nonlinear and transversely defocu− sing expanding taper with absorption, where the specific combination of nonlinear and inhomogeneous effects lead to elimination of the collapse effect when initial total beam power is twenty times greater than the critical power P P crit 0 0 20 = . Thus, instead of decreasing to zero evolution we demonstrate in Fig. 13 the regular oscillating solution. Let us include into our analysis also the influence of nonuni− formity of nonlinear coefficient e e NL NL z = ( ) on GB width evolution taking into account the effect of initial beam di− vergence and fibre absorption. In Fig. 14 we demonstrate the case when collapse effect appears in under critical re− gime just due to the presence of nonuniformity of nonlinear coefficient. The solutions are obtained for initial the total beam powers which are equal to P P crit 0 0 0 004 = .
(trace 1), P P crit 0 0 0 04 = .
(trace 2) and P P crit 0 0 0 4 = .
(trace 3). One can notice that collapse effect takes place regardless of the pres− ence of the effect of initial beam divergence with the values 
One can notice that specific combina− tion of all of these effects leads to regularly oscillating solution with increasing frequency of GB oscillations. This solution includes also the effect of initial beam divergence and convergence.
To understand the nature of the solution presented in Fig.  15 let us approximate trace 2 in this figure by the function
e e is we the diffraction dis− tance, which decreases with the increasing z due to the pres− ence of longitudinal inhomogeneity of the fibre e 0 ( )
The decrease of diffraction distance in Eq. (89) caused that frequency of the GB width oscillations in− creases what is depicted in Fig. 16 . The approximated solu− tions in Eqs. (85) and (89) are obtained due to some author intuition and these results have application only for beam and medium parameters used in this paper. The potential ap− plication of these solutions in wider context is not discussed in this paper.
We would like to emphasize that Eq. (79) can be easily generalized for the case of GB evolution in nonlinear satura− ble tapers and nonlinear saturable fibres which possess either longitudinal and transverse inhomogeneity. This can be realized effectively using procedure shown in Sects. 5, 7 and 8 in this paper. GB diffraction and self−focusing in non− linear saturable tapers with inclusion of linear and nonlinear absorption is the topic of further examinations by means of CGO method applied in this paper.
Boundary applicability of CGO method
CGO method presented in this paper deals with small−angle (paraxial) beams, which are localized in the vicinity of the central ray (beam trajectory) satisfying the ray equations in Eq. (10) . To satisfy the condition of CGO method applica− bility we introduce the small paraxial parameter which has the form of
where w 0 is the initial GB width and l 0 is wave length in vacuum. The CGO paraxial parameter defined in Eq. ¢ z and enables to describe the pa− raxial beam propagation in nonlinear media using NLS. It is shown here that CGO method supplies solutions for nonlin− ear inhomogeneous fibres much easier as compared with NLS. Gaussian beam is self−sustained solution in the frame− work of CGO method and we noticed from our numerical calculations that enough condition for GB to preserve its "Gaussian" profile in nonlinear medium of Kerr type is that GB width should be small enough with respect to a charac− teristic nonlinear scale of the medium. To satisfy this condi− tion let us introduce a small "nonlinear" parameter in the form of m NL A 0 is the initial complex amplitude) is above mentioned nonlinear parameter when we limit ourselves to low intensi− ties of the beams. One can deduce from numerical calcula− tions that the small parameter in Eq. (94) determines also the condition of eikonal−based CGO method applicability in nonlinear saturable media, when total beam power is of order of critical power. To generalize description by eiko− nal−based CGO method for nonlinear inhomogeneous me− dia we should take into account also the effect of linear refraction. Thus, introducing the refraction parameter m REF we notice that the beam preserves its "Gaussian" form dur− ing propagation in inhomogeneous medium when this re− fraction parameter is small enough. Thus, we obtain that
NL w L
where L is the inhomogeneity scale of smoothly inhomoge− neous fibre. Because CGO method deals with aberration− −less approximation the realistic length of propagation path along fibre axis calculated for the parameters from this paper, is limited to fifty diffraction distances. This another boundary of CGO method applicability is formulated based on numerical observations in FD−BPM method, which in− cludes aberrations.
Conclusions
The paper applies the method of complex geometrical optics (CGO) to the analysis of the GB evolution in smoothly inhomogeneous and nonlinear saturable media of cylindri− cal symmetry. The CGO method deals with Gaussian beams and reduces diffraction problem to the solution of ordinary differential equations, describing behaviour of the ampli− tude, the beam width and the curvature of the wave front. Following analogously like in papers and books we model the light propagation in nonlinear fibres by Gaussian beam, which is self−sustained solution within CGO method. The CGO method readily provides a solution for an inho− mogeneous nonlinear saturable fibre in a simpler way than the standard methods of nonlinear optics such as the varia− tion method approach, method of moments and beam propa− gation method. Besides simplicity and affectivity this me− thod supplies a number of new results. Firstly, it is shown in the paper how focusing/defocusing refraction influences on GB width evolution in a nonlinear saturable fibre. Secondly, it is presented that the CGO method effectively describes joint influence of the refractive index profile, the initial cur− vature of the wave front and effect of fibre absorption. It is also shown in this paper how linear refraction influences on the conditions of formation of the stationary mode and con− ditions for minimum radius of the waveguide. Thirdly, it is shown that characteristic new feature of nonlinear fibre with focusing refractive profile and weak absorption is that light beam approaches stationary solution which possess constant GB width, plane wave front curvature and relatively small amplitude which decreases asymptotically to zero. We pro− ve in this paper also that stationary solution for GB width evolution does not appear in a weakly absorptive self−focus− ing fibre of Kerr type with defocusing linear refraction. Fourthly, we apply the CGO method for the case of GB propagation in a nonlinear inhomogeneous fibre which pa− rameters change along the fibre axis. We demonstrate that the collapse effect can be eliminated in nonlinear expanding taper with focusing linear refraction by the combination of the effect of inhomogeneity of graded−index coefficient with fibre absorption when initial total beam power is four times greater than critical power. Fifthly, we show also that combination of longitudinal inhomogeneity of the fibre with nonuniformity of nonlinear coefficient and weak fibre ab− sorption eliminates collapse effect in over−critical regime of nonlinear contracting taper with linear focusing refraction. Sixthly, we examine the influence of initial wave front cur− vature on GB width evolution in over−critical regime in non− linear and transversely defocusing expanding taper with absorption and we evince the specific combination of the nonlinear and inhomogeneous effects leads to elimination of the collapse effect when initial total beam power is twen− ty times greater than critical power. Seventhly, we show that collapse effect can appear in under−critical regime of nonlin− ear fibre with focusing linear refraction due to the presence of nonuniformity of Kerr type nonlinearity. Eighthly, we formulate conditions of existence of stationary solutions for GB width evolution in inhomogeneous nonlinear fibres with absorption and nonuniformity of Kerr type nonlinearity. Ninthly, we show new types of solution in under−critical regime of weakly absorptive nonlinear fibre with focusing on linear refractive profile where the presence of longitudi− nal inhomogeneity of the fibre leads to the increase of the frequency GB width oscillations. We demonstrate the prac− tical application of CGO solutions obtained in this paper for nonlinear inhomogeneous fibres and nonlinear tapers in mo− dern integrated optics. This way we prove that CGO method demonstrates high ability in recent applications of nonlinear graded−index optics in both experimental and theoretical problems.
